
Eng IV - Journals - Wk 1, Sem 1 (2016) August 29-September 2, 2016

8-29-16: Voc. Less. 1 PT
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 

you go; then, follow it:
today you will have a task to complet 
we will take a vocab pretest and trade 
and grade it immediately following this 
journal time explain what the word test 

quiz or exam means to you which is 
worst and why 

When you have finished answering the question(s) or when time is 
called, today, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were 

thinking while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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Today is August 29, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Vocab PT #1 - T&G
6. Grammar/Lit Terms Pre-Test - T&G
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. What does a pre-test do for you? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

N/A

Daily Objective
I can...share information I know in the 
format of a pre-test and take careful 

notes of information I don't.
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8-30-16: Voc. Less. 1
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

It is not an anomaly for spouses to 
estrange themselves from ea oter in 

this day and age in fact it is more 
common for spouses to abjure their 
vows and go through a interminable 

lugubrious divorce
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each 
one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you 

were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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Daily Objective
I can...share my opinion in a respectful 
manner in class discussion as well as 
use vocabulary appropriate to my age.

Today is August 30, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Finalize PT Grades
6. Bring Posterboard for Proj 1
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. How does writing a sentence help you remember a word? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

N/A
8/31

Bring Posterboard
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8-31-16: Voc. Less. 1
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

being nondescript about appearnces can 
make some have a sense of equanimity where 
others have a rife sense of anxiety the idea of 
trying to fit in is ubiquitous regardless of how 

zealous one is toward outward lookes
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each 
one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you 

were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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Daily Objective
I can...share my opinion in a respectful 
manner in class discussion as well as 
use vocabulary appropriate to my age.

Today is August 31, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Rubric Creation/Need Discussion
6. What shape defines you?
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Which one of your "favorite things" could you use for a shape for your 
collage? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Bring Posterboard
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9-1-16: Voc. Less. 1
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as you go; then, 

define and use each term in a sentence:

one could argue that if vernacular is used in 
formal writing flaying would happen 

metaphorically however by the florid look on 
your faces the need to truncate this paragraph 

grows more propitious by the word
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for each 
one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking while you 

were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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Daily Objective
I can...share my opinion in a respectful 
manner in class discussion as well as 
use vocabulary appropriate to my age.

Today is September 1, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Finalize Rubric
6. Cut out shapes/begin collages
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Why did you choose the shape you did for your collage? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TODAY

Bring Posterboard 
Collage Shape Id. 

Two Criteria ea.
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9-2-16: Voc. Less. 1 Rvw.
Copy this down in its entirety, correcting the errors as 
you go; then, define the underlined terms and write a 
sentence using each in the associated part of speech:

now that u have all the words make 3 
colums 1 has difficult words the other 
notsodifficult in the final column come 

up w/ a way to remeber the more 
challenging words

When you have finished defining the terms and writing sentences for 
each one, please write 1-2 sentences explaining what you were thinking 

while you were writing, and label it "Reflection."
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Daily Objective
I can...use time given in class to work 
on/complete an assignment as well as 
use vocabulary appropriate to my age.

Today is September 2, 2016
What are we doing today?
1. Journal entry
2. Corrections
3. 5-n-5
4. Reflection
5. Work on Collages
6. In-class work
7. Exit Ticket: 

(Choose one. 

1-2 sent.

Label each)

1. Are you glad it's Friday and a 3-day weekend? Explain.
2. Did you reach the objective today? Why or why not?

What I need:
Notebook
Computer

Pen/Pencil 
Binder - Notes
An Open MIND

What's DUE ?
TUESDAY

Est. collage 
presentations -  

begin Wed.


